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Noerpel Group relies on KAMAG PM 
 

The Noerpel Group, a leading logistics and forwarding company based in southern Ger-

many, is setting new standards regarding the efficiency and sustainability of its opera-

tional procedures. By using the KAMAG PrecisionMover (PM) in their handling opera-

tions, Noerpel has underlined its commitment to ensuring excellence in ergonomics, 

technology and ecological sustainability. 
 
Handling operations at Noerpel´s facility in Ulm relies on the KAMAG PrecisionMover (PM) for realising yard 
logistics and, in the process, has demonstrated impressive performance and efficiency by realising up to 
125 swap body and 100 semi-trailer movements per day. The procurement of the KAMAG PM swap body 
transporter thereby marks a crucial step in optimising the company´s handling processes. The efficient 
swap body transporter from TII KAMAG, a specialist for internal transport solutions, has been designed for 
quick and precise manoeuvring of swap bodies and semi-trailers. 
 
Florian Harrer, manager of the Noerpel transshipment hall in Ulm, and Michael Wittmann, strategic buyer 
at Noerpel, emphasised the outstanding ergonomics and technical superiority of the KAMAG PM. "The 
dropped driver's cab with its low entry means our yard drivers can get in and out of the vehicle more quick-
ly which speeds up yard operations enormously. Moreover, the easy vehicle operability is a significant 
advantage especially in view of the current shortage of skilled workers. New colleagues can be trained to 
use the transporter in only two days whereby they immediately feel at home in the cabin and can work 
efficiently right from the start," explained Harrer. 
 
Investment in the fully electric KAMAG ePrecisionMover 
 
The Noerpel Group attaches great importance to sustainability and future-oriented technologies which 
has been underlined by the procurement of two additional fully electric KAMAG ePrecisionMovers. ‘‘A mod-
ern fleet is crucial in order to make the working environment more attractive for our drivers,’’ emphasised 
Harrer. With the use of the KAMAG ePrecisionMover, Noerpel is not only focusing on increasing efficiency 
and improving ergonomics but also on a sustainable future in its logistics business.  
 
TII KAMAG is proud to have the opportunity to contribute to the success story of the Noerpel Group 
through its yard logistics solutions. ‘‘Our partnership with Noerpel is proof of our commitment to drive the 
logistics industry forward by means of sustainable and efficient transport solutions,’’ said Jürgen Haupt, 
Head of Sales Yard Logistics at TII KAMAG. 
 
 
The entire interview on YouTube:  
KAMAG | PrecisionMover ensures efficient yard operations at Noerpel (youtube.com)  
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The KAMAG PM ensures efficient operations at a Noerpel Group logistics yard.  
(Photo: Heidenheim facility) 
 
Noerpel SE & Co. KG 

Founded in 1881, the Noerpel Group, is today one of the leading providers of integrated logistics services 
in southern Germany. With 28 locations in Germany, Switzerland and Austria, including 17 in Baden-
Württemberg and Bavaria, the family-owned business from Ulm is considered to be one of the fastest 
growing companies in the industry. The Noerpel Group combines the transport and logistics business are-
as with an extensive range of co-packing services as well as its own personnel services. In the 2023 finan-
cial year, the Noerpel Group generated a turnover of around 640 million euros. The Noerpel Group is a co-
founder of the first German general cargo cooperation IDS. Noerpel has 15 freight forwarding terminals 
across Germany which means smooth and fast handling operations is absolutely essential.  

 
TII Group company profile 

The TII Group, a company owned by the Heilbronn-based Otto Rettenmaier family, is a globally active 
manufacturer of heavy-duty and special vehicles and has a workforce of around 900 employees. The 
Group includes industry specialists, TII SCHEUERLE and TII KAMAG, and has production sites in Germany 
and India along with a worldwide organisation of sales and service partners. With innovative vehicles for 
manoeuvring and transportation operations, the TII Group, which is listed in the index of world market 
leaders, supports its customers in the transport and logistics sectors, building industry, plant engineering, 
air and space travel, shipbuilding, energy, steel and mining as well as yard logistics for realising a wide 
range of complex transport tasks. The TII Group holds the current world record of 23,000 tonnes for 
transporting extremely heavy loads on vehicles. TII stands for the tradition of innovation, customer orien-
tation and partnership as well as for high product quality and sustainability in heavy-duty mobility.  
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